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Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man! This is the fourth edition of The Company of the Green Man e-
newsletter. It has been a busy spring for the Green Man and The Jack-in-the-Green. Our website, blog and Flickr sites have 
received more visits than ever and our membership has continued to grow now reaching an incredible 179! 

This e-newsletter is hitting the press at the end of a fantastic Jack-in-the-Green season. As far as I am aware a total of 
twelve Jacks processed this year: Hastings, Greenwich, Bristol, Oxford, Brentham, Highworth, Knutsford, Winchcombe, 
Whitstable, Guildford, Ilfracombe and Rochester (Bluebell Hill) and so it seems only right that Jack takes precedence over 
the Green Man for this edition. I will redress the balance back towards the Green Man in our December e-newsletter when 
we’ve all had a (hopefully) fantastic summer to go out and about and discover those sometimes illusive Green Men. If any of 
our readers know of any Jacks that I have missed this year I would love to hear about them and add them to our list. I 
managed to head out and follow four Jacks this year, photographing each for our archives and for the pages of this 
newsletter.

Many thanks to all those members who have sent in contributions for the e-newsletter or the blog. Special thanks must also 
go to the following: 

Vanessa Piggott for her wonderful work correcting and verifying existing entries and adding new sightings to our ever 
expanding gazetteer of Green Men. 

To every single contributor to our Flickr group pool and also those people who have kindly allowed me to add their pictures 
on to Flickr directly so that they can be categorised by county.

In particular this year my thanks go to Rex Harris who has now added an astonishing total of 1151 pictures of green men  to 
the group pool. I am convinced that Rex must be a time traveller to be able to get around so many churches and to be able to 
take the time to take such wonderful pictures. I just have to find the time now to work my way through every one of the 
pictures in the group pool to ensure that all of the green men featured are also in the main gazetteer (Should keep me 
occupied this winter!)

And to all the organisers and participants of this years Jack-in-the-Green events that I have attended for putting up with 
me (and my camera), for answering my strange questions and for making me feel so welcome. 

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2011.  Any and all contributions would be gratefully received.

My best wishes to all our members and my thanks for your kind support during my second year as guardian of the COTGM

Chris Walton
greenman@virgin.net
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Congratulations go to Rob Stephens whose name 
was first out of the hat on December 21st 2010 
and received the fantastic selection of books very 
kindly contributed by Shire Books. 

Dr Colin Harris has set this editions wonderful 
competition which can be found on page 18 

And Rob’s amazing artwork in the form of our 
fantastic new logo can now be found on the 
official Company of the Green Man T-Shirts as 
well as other merchandise available from our 
Zazzle shop which can be accessed via the Green 
Man shop pages of the main website:

www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk or directly 
from: www.zazzle.co.uk/companygreenman

THE COMPANY OF THE GREEN MANTHE COMPANY OF THE GREEN MANTHE COMPANY OF THE GREEN MANTHE COMPANY OF THE GREEN MAN
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The Ceremony of May by Rose Blakeley

Darkness fades before a new moon, a crescent pale and still, 

A gathering awaits dawn’s magic, figures silhouette the hill.

The lime leaf is entwined with the hawthorn’s pure, white lace,

Whilst flowers bloom within ivy crowns around each bonny face.

From garlands in the early mist, coloured ribbons fly,

As the top hat, garnished with feather and oak, on each head is held high.

Now, the sky it blushes crimson, so the dancers greet the sun,

Hand-in-hand with time once more, May’s morning has begun…

An extraordinary assembly fills the town of Hastings old,

A fusion of costumes, wonderful and bright, a vision to behold! 

We join in celebration by the shores of a golden sea,

As from the cheers, at last, once more, the Jack-in-the-Green is free! 

All is still, and a silence falls from the chanting of his name,

Then, the ladies dance, with charm and grace, around his fabulous frame,

And down come the petals thrown from each and every sleeve,

Towards the winding, narrow streets the procession now does weave.

Leaping and prancing, the mystical mass it moves with spectacular flare, 

Frolicking and flaunting with hankies a-flying over antler, horn and hair. 

The clacking of sticks and the chinking of bells, compete with the cry of the crowds, 

Then, passes the wondrous parade of giants, with their heads up in the clouds.

The playful wind is warm and under a canopy of blue,

Good entertainment merges with the finest of nature’s brew,

Whilst the hobbyhorse he teases, as each painted face does glow,

Then, after the maypole ritual, up to the castle they must go.

At last, we wait with baited breath, for Jack to leave his stand, 

The seasons have turned full circle as we watch the merry band.

Guarded closely he faces his fate, the minstrels tune the drum,

Round and round the leaf-men go, for the ‘One-in-the-Green’ his time has come!

With the traditional, token clashing of wood, the enchantment takes its hold

And we cast away the memories of a winter long and cold.

So sadly Jack, now, you must fall… and down he lies for all to see! 

He’s slain now! Strip his coat and keep. The spirit of summer at last is free!

By Rose Blakeley.

www.theceremonyofmay.co.uk
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JACKS-IN-THE-GREEN 2011

Oxford Jack-in-the-Green 2011

Early on May 1st I travelled to Oxford arriving at 5:30am to 
find a City that seemed fully awake at this caffeine inducing 
hour. I soon realised that this was achieved by a combination 
of early risers and students still awake from the parties of 
the night before all heading towards the area around 
Magdalen Tower to hear the choir sing and the blessing given 
from the top of the tower at 6am. The area was already 
crowded when I arrived and continued to fill rapidly until the 
entire area around the tower was completely full. At 6am the 
eerie sound of the choir rang out across the spires of Oxford 
and the crowd below.

I spotted the Jack-in-the-Green about thirty feet from 
me and as soon as the blessing was over managed to head 
through the crowd to get ahead of the procession to take 
some pictures. The Oxford Jack traditionally makes his way 
up the high before turning into Radcliffe Square where he 
presides over the first dance by The Oxford University 
Morris Men “Bonny Green” at about 6:25. A great crowd 
turned up to support the Jack and even though at times they 
were competing with the bells of the Church twenty feet away 
all the Morris teams present put on a fantastic show including 
rubber chickens and cheese shaped hats!

I then headed off to Greenwich and arrived at the 
Ashburnham Arms in time to enjoy half a pint with a good 
friend and await the arrival of the Fowlers Troop 
Deptford Jack-in-the Green. Jack appeared around 12:30 
and set of on a magical tour around Greenwich (via a 
number of public houses of course) Accompanied by a 
fabulous procession of characters including a bear and a 
green tattered Bogey. We left Jack at the Star & Garter 
to find some fabulous street food in Greenwich Market 
and then eat it alfresco in sunny Greenwich Park. We 
caught up with Jack again at the Plume of Feathers in 
time to see his ever increasing band of followers and to 
have a good chat with some of them. Sadly I had to wave 
goodbye to Jack and the Fowlers Troop whilst they 
headed off to the Tollyshop (Richard the 1st  Public 
House) where the Insert Name Here Mummers (that 
really is their name!) entertained the crowds and I 
believe narrowly avoided being arrested by a passing 
police car (swords being exchanged for cap guns in one 
particular play). The day finished back at the Ashburnham 
Arms where I am reliably informed that some well earned 
pints were supped. A wonderful day and one I very much 
hope to experience again another year. Deptford Jack-in-the-Green 2011

In my continuing quest to seek out, experience and photograph for our archives every current Jack-in-the-Green 
currently in the UK I spent a wonderful few days (and some very early mornings) out and about this May. I can confirm 
that the wonderful tradition of the Jack-in-the-Green is very much alive in the towns, cities and villages of Great 
Britain and that in a number of locations Jack once again gave his life so that we can all enjoy a fantastic summer and 
a fruitful autumn. 
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JACKS-IN-THE-GREEN 2011

Hastings Jack-in-the-Green 2011

Bristol Jack-in-the-Green 2011

And so to Hastings, travelling down the A21 at the 
crack of dawn on Bank Holiday Monday 2nd May, I 
arrived in good time to find what would in a very 
short time become a coveted parking space. After 
a hearty Morris Dancers breakfast in the crypt of 
St. Mary Star of the Sea I headed over in plenty 
of time to witness the gathering. 

I would encourage everyone to go and experience 
the Release of the Hastings Jack and to get there 
in plenty of time to watch the arrival of the vast 
array of wonderful characters who meet outside 
the fisherman’s museum on Rock-a-Nore road 
every year. The build up to Jacks release was as 
magical as always with his attendant Bogies 
guarding the door of the museum with extreme 
menace. At 10:15 Jack appeared and the 
procession began. 

It is still a mystery to me how the organisers of 
The Hastings Traditional Jack in the Green 
manage keep the tradition alive in a way that 
makes it both a unique and intimate personal 
experience like the smaller gatherings for the 
Bristol and Deptford Jacks whilst providing a 
crowd pleasing spectacular at the same time! 

On the morning of Saturday 7th May I 
arrived early in central Bristol to await 
the arrival of the Bristol Jack outside the 
Arnolfini on the Harbourside. It was still 
raining right up to the moment that Jack 
appeared, and then as if by magic the sun 
came out and Jack was heading over the 
bridge towards us followed by his 
wonderful green tatter clad retinue. Jack 
processed along quiet back roads and busy 
streets full of Saturday shoppers turning 
heads wherever he went. 

As always Jack stopped at a number of 
public houses to wish the occupants well 
and ensure that his green faced followers 
kept well hydrated in the hot sun. The 
narrow passageways of St Nicholas Market 
are always a wonderful location to watch 
Jack process and then he and his followers 
dance for the attendant crowds. In the 
afternoon Jack headed further out of the 
centre of Bristol towards his final 
destination of Horfield common where a 
huge crowd awaited him and watched as he 
took part in the final dance before he met 
his death and was stripped of all his leaves 
by the onlookers. As always a wonderful 
and magical day with the Bristol Jack.
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Oxford Jack-in-the-Green 2011
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Fowlers Troop Jack-in-the-Green 2011
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Hastings Jack-in-the-Green 2011
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Bristol Jack-in-the-Green 2011
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JACKS-IN-THE-GREEN 2011

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green                             © Kay brown

Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green                    © Andrew Marcliff

A fantastic total of twelve Jacks went out this year.  I am extremely grateful to all the individuals who have allowed me to 
reproduce their pictures on the following pages. As you can see not all Jacks are the same, they range from the coniferous to 
the tropical and many varieties of foliage in-between. Some are plain whilst others are bedecked with wonderful garlands of 
flowers.  The City of London Jack didn’t go out this year because May 1st was not on a working day for the City. The Tunbridge 
Wells and High Wickham Jacks were not sighted and due to the sad passing of Steve Smythe it looks as if the Beltane Bash Jack 
did not make an appearance this year. The Guildford Jack (of bush) did go out this year and I would be every grateful if there is 
anybody out there who knows of someone who managed to photograph him and could contact me at greenman@virgin.net

Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green

© Jackie Surtees

Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green (Since 1890)

The Knutsford Jack in the Green is probably the oldest 
continual annual Jack in the Green. Apart from the war years 
it has paraded every year since 1890.  May Day in Knutsford 
(Cheshire) is celebrated over the May Bank holiday weekend. 
The main focus is the May Queen. The person who plays Jack 
is chosen each year and is now played by a  youngster rather 
than an adult as it used to be. 

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green

Highworth in Wiltshire celebrated it’s 800th 
anniversary with a Jack in the Green on 22nd April 2006 
and the Jack is now an annual tradition as part of a 
Medieval Market.

Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green (Revived 2009)

The Winchcombe (Gloucestershire) Jack was revived on 
August 31st 2009 as part of “Marking the Year.” A Jack was 
recorded as visiting a local school by Emma Dent of Sudeley 
Castle in the 1890’s. The Jack was then resurrected for May 
Day 2010 and a local May bank holiday village fete.
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Rochester (Blue Bell Hill) Jack-in-the-Green                         
© Kevin Geraghty-Shewan

Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 

© Murray Fortescue

Brentham Jack-in-the-Green

Brentham has a big celebration every May which includes a 
Jack in the Green described as a walking talking bush who 
sometimes parades barefoot.  Brentham’s May Day 
tradition became established in 1919 after the end of the 
First World War and expanded considerably for 1920 
when the first Jack-in-the-Green appeared. 

Rochester (Blue Bell Hill) Jack-in-the-Green 
(Revived 1981)

The Rochester Jack was revived in 1983 by 
Gordon Newton from accounts by Charles 
Dickens and is still part of the Annual Sweeps 
Festival.  There is a wonderful Jack in the Green 
Ceremony where the Jack is awoken by dancers 
and sweeps on Blue Bell Hill at dawn on May 
Morning (approximately 5:32am) at the Bluebell 
Hill picnic area surrounded by twelve bonfires. 
The Jack is paraded through the street (usually 
on the bank holiday Monday) starting in 
Rochester Castle Gardens and taking a circular 
route.. The festival is attended by hundreds of 
Morris Teams.
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Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green

© Quentin Fletcher

Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green

© North Devon Gazette

Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green (Revived 1976)

A Jack-in-the-Green was revived for the 
Whitstable Folk Festival in 1976 and is now central 
to the Whitstable May Day celebrations. The Jack 
is supported by Oyster Morris who also have their 
own Green Man who combines the roles of Jester 
and announcer dressed in white and green.  Dixie 
Lee one of the original organisers said in 1992 “ At 
the time it just seemed like the Jack was looking 
for a reason to come out again, and I must say that 
every year when Jack makes his appearance on the 
street I get such a feeling of power from him that 
I know it was the right thing to do”

Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green (Started 2000)

Ilfracombes Jack-in-the-Green was started in 
2000 by Lisa Sture. A procession starts at 
approximately 11am winds its way through the 
High Street, along the sea front towards the 
harbour area where children and Morris Men 
dance around a Maypole. Another descendant of 
the Hastings Jack the Ilfracombe Jack event also 
finishes with the release of the spirit of summer 
and the distribution  of leaves on Ilfracombe Pier.
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Chewa Mask Replicas from Malawi
by Dr Paul O’Toole

Last year, my work took me to Malawi. On the way home I dropped into a tourist shop in the capital, Lilongwe, and came across a 
small wooden mask replica, depicting a cheeky African face surrounded by what appeared to be leaves. I grew up in the shadow of 
Lincoln Cathedral and have had a life-long fascination with the Green Man, so was naturally intrigued.

All the shopkeeper could tell me was that this was a traditional mask worn by dancers in the ceremonial dance of the Chewa people –
one of Malawi’s indigenous tribal groups. 

Last month, I had the opportunity to make a return visit to Malawi and my enquiries led me to the museum of Chewa culture at Mua
Mission. This was established in 1976 by Fr. Claude Boucher Chisale, a Canadian missionary who has dedicated his life to 
researching, recording and preserving Malawian culture. 

While waiting for the guide to fetch the museum key, I dropped into the mission gift shop – a tall building with high wooden beams. 
Staring down at me from the top of every pillar were replica masks, each depicting a wooden face peering out from a ring of foliage. 
Some looked mournful, others were impish and some apparently in pain. The similarity to the medieval Green Man was striking. 

These, I was told, were renderings in wood of the masks worn by Nyau dancers who perform at the traditional Chewa “Gule 
Wamkulu” (Big Dance). 

Within the museum itself were about 60 different examples of actual Nyau masks, terrifying representations of savage men, wild 
animals or monsters vividly painted in blood red and other primary colours. A feature common to all of them was a surrounding of
feathers, rags or string giving the appearance of a lion’s main. Photography was strictly prohibited within the museum, owing to the 
fact that the Nyau is still a secret society but a few examples of their masks can be found on the internet. 

A Nyau Mask (Wikkipedia)
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Back in the gift shop, the guide explained that what I had taken for leaves around the faces of the wooden masks were in fact an
attempt to represent the feathers and fabric of a Nyau mask. What struck me, however, was the lack of similarity between these 
wooden representations and the real thing. Very few of the wooden replicas were in any way frightening and the characteristic 
surround of “feathers” was not particularly like the asymmetrical arrangement I had seen on most of the real masks. I remain 
unconvinced that these traditional wood carvings are just an attempt to copy Nyau masks for the tourists. The way the eyes are 
carved makes it clear that they are designed to look down on the viewer and seeing them staring down at me from the rafters of 
the gift shop  gave me the same uneasy feeling that I get when I see a Green Man, that my pathetic life is being mocked, challenged 
or commiserated with. 

Details about the Nyau traditions can be found on-line in an essay by the photographer Douglas Curran: 
http://www.dougcurranphotos.com/pdfs/Exhibition.pdf. His description of the way in which the Gule Wamkulu attempts to produce 
a temporary reconciliation between mankind and nature (or “the spirits of the bush”) may be of interest to some scholars of the 
Green Man.

A video of a Gule Wamkulu dance is available on Youtube at http://youtu.be/xYGn20P4v5E (editors note, I’ve added this to our 
Youtube channel accessible from the image archive on our website www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk)

Photographs of the three masks I could afford to buy are shown below:
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The Green ManThe Green ManThe Green ManThe Green Man

“Remember me, try to remember.
I am that laughing man with eyes like leaves. 
When you think that winter will never end, 
I will come. 
You will feel my breath, 
a vine caressing your foot. 
I am the blue eye of a crocus, 
opening in the snow, 
a trickle of water, a calling bird, 
a shaft of light among the trees. 
You will hear me singing 
among the green groves of memory, 
and the shining leaves of tomorrow. 
I’ll come with daisies in my hands –
we’ll dance among the sycamores
once more.”

Lauren Raine

I included this wonderful poem in the early days of this blog and recently I managed to get in touch with Lauren who has now 
joined the COTGM. Laurens website details a host of her wonderful artwork including some amazing green people masks.

You can find Lauren’s website full of wonderful masks (like the one on this page) at: http://www.rainewalker.com

The Green Man by Lauren Raine

The Woodland Trust

Members might recall that I decided to pay 10% of all 
income for 2010 from our Amazon bookshop referrals, 
Google adverts and all other web based widgets to The 
Woodland Trust: Sadly the combined income for 2010 
was only £15.94 which would mean just £1.59 going to 
the charity. So I made the decision to send £15 
instead. The Company of the Green Man has paid for 
one tree to be planted at Heartwood Forest near 
Sandridge, St Albans. The trust intends to create an 
850 acre broadleaved woodland from open fields in 
just 12 years. This will be the largest new native 
forest in England.
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The Clun Green Man By Dr Colin Harris

The Clun Green Man Festival is always a fun-filled, colourful and lively weekend of festivities which 
now attracts large crowds of people from many parts of Wales, the Midlands and the North West 
every May time.
This year was no exception with wall-to-wall sunshine, music, dancing, entertainment in this grey but 
lovely Welsh Marches town complete with castle, bridge, river, pubs, churches, drums, Morris dancers 
and eateries.

On Saturday we were treated to the exciting sounds of the Sheela-na-Gig Band in the White Horse 
Inn. After a drumming display on Sunday we then saw Morris Dancers and live music from Parti 
Gungrog. Dingle Fingle was an excellent street entertainer who enthralled the children and the grown-
ups! The Clun Mummers were a curious but skilled group then Jockey Morris returned with their 
blackened faces, sticks and lovely traditional music. 

In the morning there was the early battle of the Green Man, Frost Queen and Swords of Chivalry in 
the Square- this heralded much worse to come on the bridge for the following day. Many visitors 
enjoyed the largest gathering yet to hear about “Green Men, Grotesques and Uglies” from Dr Colin 
Harris in the Community Rooms whilst there was medieval music from the Ensemble Fleur de Lys at 
Clun Church. 

Live music at the White Horse Inn and The Sun Inn also gave pleasure and liquid refreshment to 
other visitors. Monday’s highlight was undoubtedly the Battle on the Bridge between the Green Man 
and the Frost Queen – great fun, colourful and full of ancient folklore bangs, crashes and wallops! 

The noisy Festival in the Castle grounds always contains fine craft, artists and shows, eateries, duck 
races, music and fun for all the visitors. This year exotic pets were featured by The Animal Man and a 
really new idea – Ecospheres – for the children to enjoy against the castle back drop.

The whole community benefit from this splendid May weekend and long may it continue. Everyone’s 
thanks are owed to Jack Limond and his hard working committee who deserve all our praise and 
congratulations
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STRANGE LANDS
COTGM member Andy Paciorek’s book ‘Strange Lands: A Field 
Guide to the Celtic Otherworld’ is now available via mail-order. 
Members might recall Andy’s fabulous illustration of The Apple 
Tree Man which he kindly allowed us to use to illustrate a piece
on “Wassailing the Apple Trees” (pictured below). Strange 
Lands also includes his fantastic Green Man pictured to the 
left.

Strange Lands is the fruit of Andrew L. Paciorek’s voyage into 
the Celtic Otherworld in search of Faeries, Goblins, Monsters, 
Angels, Demons and much more besides.
Within the 400 pages of the book are descriptions and tales of 
a multitude of bizarre beasts and weird entities, accompanied 
by over 170 original pen and ink depictions.

The following is taken from the foreword by Dr Karl Shuker:

Strange Lands is a deeply researched and richly illustrated 
information guide to the entities and beasts of Celtic myth & 
legend and to the many strange beings that have entered the 
lore of the land through the influence of other cultures and 
technological evolution.

At nearly 400 pages and featuring over 170 original 
illustrations, Strange Lands is an essential accompaniment for 
both the novice and seasoned walkers between worlds.

Right from a child, I have always been fascinated by mythology 
and folklore, especially the rich corpus originating in the British 
Isles, and I have read very extensively on the subject. However, I 
can say in all honesty that Strange Lands is one of the most 
comprehensive single volumes on British mythological entities that 
I have ever encountered. Even Dr Katharine M. Briggs’s essential 
tome, A Dictionary of Fairies, universally acclaimed as the 
standard work on such beings, now has a rival in terms of the 
sheer diversity of examples documented.

And where Strange Lands effortlessly outpoints even that classic
work is of course in its illustrations, which are truly breathtaking 
in their beauty, intricacy, and vibrancy”

Andy Paciorek is a graphic artist, drawn mainly to the worlds of
myth, folklore, symbolism, decadence, curiosa, anomaly, dark 
romanticism and otherworldly experience. He is fascinated both 
by the beautiful and the grotesque and the twilight threshold 
consciousness where these boundaries blur. The mist-gates, edges 
and liminal zones where nature borders supernature and 
daydreams and nightmares cross paths are of great inspiration.

You can have a look at a limited preview and order Andy’s book at: 
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1957828 and find out 
more about Andy’s work at:
http://www.batcow.co.uk/strangelands/
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Canterbury Conundrum

I’m extremely grateful to Dr Colin Harris 
of Green Man Forum for setting this 
editions fascinating competition:

Full details can be found on the next page
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We all appreciate the many forms, ubiquitous nature and beautiful designs of our Green Man friends - but there is a strange 
conundrum about the seldom seen group of Green Men and other faces to be found at Canterbury Cathedral. 

The West Porch is usually locked but our friend and guide, Patricia Jukes, kindly showed us the Green Man ceiling shown on the 
attached photographs. They date from about the 13th Century and surely these curious faces hold a very significant meaning if only 
the conundrum can be solved. So here’s the challenge – a prize is offered for the most plausible explanation, can you allocate the 
role / meaning to each Green Man face which appears on the ceiling?

The main picture above has used three superimposed photos to show the position of 13 of the 14 faces, the position of the 14th 
face is shown on the picture below. Each face is then reproduced individually around the previous page numbered 1-14.

Can you solve the puzzle? Is it solvable? Is there a biblical explanation? Does it have a local cartoon origin? Do other similar ceilings 
/ faces exist? Is their appearance in the West Porch a significant clue? Is there a story to the full picture?

Here’s your chance to exercise those neural pathways- get those thinking caps on! Please e-mail your answers to 
greenman@virgin.net by 1st September 2011. 

All answers will be passed on to Colin who will make the  final decision and will be providing a prize for the most plausible 
explanation
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You can help the COTGM in a wide variety of ways. Please have a look around this page and see if 
there are any projects that you would like to get involved in

Verifying entries already in the 
Gazetteer: It is essential that all the 
entries in the Gazetteer are checked 
for accuracy. If you visit a Green Man 
location that’s detailed in the 
Gazetteer please contact us to let us 
know if the information is accurate. 
You can also help us to add more detail 
to each sighting, including up to date 
photographs, GPS positions, dates etc. 
Another pair of eyes looking around a 
church or other GM location can often 
find previously unrecorded Green Men. 

Adding new sightings: There are 
probably thousands of Green Men out 
there waiting to be discovered. Have a 
look at the website to see how you can 
report a new sighting. Don’t assume 
that the Green Man in your local church 
has already been reported, there's a 
good chance it hasn’t! 

The Blog: We are 
always looking for 
sightings, stories, 
pictures, poems, 
songs…in fact anything 
that links with the 
topic of the Green 
Man. why not have a go 
and send in your own 
contribution to 
greenman@virgin.net

Events: There are many Green Man 
related events that take place each 
year. Many take place around the 1st

of May or the first weekend in May. 
Why not go along and send us some 
details of the event to go on the 
blog or even some photos to add to 
the Flickr site. If you run or take 
part in the event yourself, please let 
us know and  make sure we detail it 
on our events page, and why not 
write a blog and send some photos 
to tell everyone else about it. We 
are always happy to publicise any 
Green Man related events or 
exhibitions on our website and blog 
for free.

Theories: There are 
many theories as to why 
the image of the green 
man is so commonly 
found in churches and 
cathedrals throughout 
the UK and Europe. Have 
you heard of or read 
about a theory that we 
haven't detailed on our 
blog or website? if so 
let us know and keep the 
discussions going.

Pictures and Videos: You 
can contribute pictures in a 
variety of ways. Whichever 
way you do it the copyright 
always remains with the 
original owner and no 
pictures or images will ever 
be reproduced without your 
written permission. You can 
send us your pictures or 
videos directly and we will 
add them to the categorised 
Flickr archive or our You 
Tube archive. You can add 
your pictures to our group 
pool via our Flickr Group. 
(Photos added this way 
cannot yet be categorised). 
Or if your collection is not in 
a digital format you can 
contact us and send them to 
us for scanning and 
archiving, we’ll always return 
them to you safe and sound 
along with a free digital copy 
on disc (and as always the 
copyright remains with you) 

Green Man Pubs: We are hoping to 
record details of every pub in the UK 
that has a name relating to an aspect 
of the Green Man, including Jack in the 
Green, The Green Man, Green Man, 
Jack of The Wood etc. If you discover 
one please check whether it is on our 
listing on the website. If not we’d love 
to get details and even a picture of the 
pub sign if possible. We would also like 
to hear of any Green Man ales that 
people have discovered!

Green Man Crafts: Are you a 
carver of Green Men in wood or 
stone? An artist with a Green Man 
related exhibition coming up? A 
museum with its own Green Man? A 
storyteller who tells Green Man 
stories? Someone who has written a 
poem or song about the Green Man? 
Let us know and we’ll happily 
publicise you via the blog and 
website.

Buy books: If you buy 
your green man books or 
equipment via the 
Amazon.co.uk links on the 
shop page of our website 
you pay nothing extra but 
a small referral fee will 
go towards the Company 
of the Green Man. This 
helps us to keep our 
website and membership 
free for all our members. 

The Company of the Green Man needs you!
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The Company On The Web

The main website:

www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

Continues to expand and to bring in visitors from 
around the globe. it has clocked up nearly 7000 
visits since it went live in November 2008. The 
list of countries that our visitors come from has 
now exceeded 66 including   Albania, Argentina, 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, 
Canada, Chile, China, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Egypt Faroe Islands, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong, 
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, 
Israel, Italy, Japan, Jersey, Kazakstan, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, 
Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russian Federation, 
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Singapore, 
Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, 
United States and Venezuela!

The Blog:

http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com/

Is still the main area of communication for 
members and those interested in keeping up to 
date with all things Green Man and Jack-in-the-
Green. All of our members are welcome to send 
me posts that they would like included and to 
post responses to any of the posts already 
there. To respond to a post either reply directly 
on the blog or feel free to e-mail me your 
response and I will add it. 

The blog has received over 11500  visits since it 
went live in December 2008. There were 2534 
visits in 2009, 4840 in 2010 and so far in 2011 
there have already been over 4000 visits!.  The 
busiest day received over 184 visits and the 
busiest month 1191 (May this year). The 
members area of the blog contains an archive of 
all our e-newsletters in .pdf format. 

Our Twitter page:

http://twitter.com/#!/companygreenman

Is a portal to attract new users and can provide 
members with tweets about events and blog 
postings
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Our Flickr Pages:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/thecompanyofthegreenman

Continue to expand rapidly with postings to the 
categorised photographic archives as well as the 
group pool that allows green man related postings 
from all Flickr users.

The categorised archive now contains well over 
1500 pictures whilst the group pool has reached a 
staggering 5225 photos. Membership of our Flickr 
group has reached 160 and the members area also 
has it’s own separate discussion blog. 

I hope to add many more pictures to our Flickr 
archive during 2011 and members are welcome to 
send in their pictures to be included (copyrighted 
to them of course) or to post via the group pool. 
Many members make regular use of the Flickr 
pages for research purposes and for inspiration 
with artistic projects featuring the green man 
and the Jack-in-the-Green.

Our You Tube Channel:

http://www.youtube.com/user/cotgm

Is a really exciting resource that can be reached 
via the image archive page of the website. I have 
scoured You Tube to add a large quantity of video 
clips of Jack-in-the-Green events and other 
green man related videos from many locations 
going back a number of years. It gives a 
fascinating insight into current traditions and will 
provide an incredibly vivid archive for future 
generations. If any members find a video that 
I’ve missed or posts their own please let me know 
and I will link to it immediately. 

I hope to add a few video clips of my own soon 
from some of  the Jack-in-the-Green events I 
attended this year.

Our Facebook page:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Company-of-The-Green-

Man/65133245831

Is another portal to attract new users, if any 
members are regular facebook users and can 
give me some advice on what to add to this page 
I would love to hear from them 

The Company On The Web
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See you all on the website at: www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

In the blog at: http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com

Or amongst our Flickr pages at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/thecompanyofthegreenman

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2011 please send any contributions to greenman@virgin.net

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton unless otherwise stated. Our thanks to P W Jewitt for kindly allowing us to use his picture of  
Ron's favourite Green Man on this page.
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